DISTRICT CONSERVATION AGENT'S REPORT

TO:  
State Corporation Commission  
Conservation Division  
221 North Broadway  
Wichita, Kansas

FILE NO. 98-84
LOCATION SE SE SW SEC. 1 TWP. 3 RGE. 41

Dry Hole \x\ Abandoned Oil Well \___\ Abandoned Gas Well \___

I have this date completed supervision of plugging of:

Well No. 1 Lease Zwerygardt
Operator Falcon Seabord Drp Co Address 107 Philtower Bldg Tulsa,
Field \___\ County Cheyenne
Total Depth 5449 Feet.

Plugging Contractor Co tools & Rocky mountain Cementing Co
Plugging Contractor's License No. 
Address (Describe briefly the manner in which the well was plugged)

10 3/4" at 262' circulated with cement.

Gunned pits and pumped hole full heavy mud - pumped cementing plug to 60', again pressure, 25 sax cement, Cement 60' to 0' - steel cap welded on top 10 3/4" casing.

Cementing by Rocky Mountain Cementing Co.

RECEIVED  
EDWIN PETTY  
District Conservation Agent  
District Conservation Division  
03-02-1955  
DATE 2-10-55  
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